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Abstract:
A new time-of-flight elastic recoil detection spectrometer has been built, and initially the main effort was focused in getting good timing resolution and high detection efficiency for light elements. With the ready system, a 154 ps timing resolution was recorded for scattered 4.8 MeV $^4$He$^{2+}$ ions. The hydrogen detection efficiency was from 80 to 20 % for energies from 100 keV to 1 MeV, respectively, and this was achieved by having an additional atomic layer deposited Al$_2$O$_3$ coating on the first timing detector’s carbon foil. The data acquisition system utilizes an FPGA-card to time-stamp every time-of-flight and energy event with 25 ns resolution. The different origins of the background events in coincident time-of-flight–energy histograms have been studied and explained. The built system has proved to be able to routinely depth profile films thinner than 10 nm.
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1 Introduction

Time-of-Flight Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ToF-ERDA), originally developed in the 1980’s [1–3], is used to depth profile elemental compositions most commonly from thin films. In this method, an ion beam in the energy range of few MeVs to tens of MeVs is used to bombard the sample and to recoil the sample atoms towards the ToF-ERD detector telescope. Time-of-flight and energy (ToF-E) recorded in coincidence allow to differentiate masses and to depth profile all sample elements, including hydrogen. This powerful technique has the advantage that it provides quantitative results by means of the known kinematics, cross sections and stopping forces obtained from e.g. ZBL formulation [4] or from the SRIM [5] without the need to use reference samples.

Due to its linear behavior and better resolution [1,6], the energy calculated from the ToF signal is generally used for the actual depth profiling and E-detector data only for the separation of different masses. The mass separation depends on the TOF and energy detector resolutions and the incoming particle energy. The Jyväskylä setup was originally designed to use a standard silicon charged particle energy detector although these detectors are known to have poor energy resolution for low energy heavy mass particles [1,7]. One can, however, achieve good energy resolution also for the low energy heavy particles by using a gas ionization detector with thin Si$_3$N$_4$ windows [8].

More recent ToF-ERDA tools, comprising two carbon foil time pick-up detectors [9] (timing gates for short) and an energy detector, have been built for example in Zurich [10], Leuven/IMEC [11] and Zagreb [12]. These systems report ToF-distances of 100 cm, 57 cm and 52 cm, respectively. First one utilizes a gas ionization detector as an energy detector and at least the first carbon foil is made of diamond like carbon (DLC), and the DLC start foil of the Zagreb system has LiF coating to enhance the secondary electron emission from the foil. In Zurich a separate detector is used to detect hydrogen but in the other two setups mentioned above, up to 60 % detection efficiencies for hydrogen are reported. Intrinsic timing resolutions of 400 ps and 170 ps are reported for the Zurich [13] and Zagreb systems while measured timing resolution of 550 ps is reported for the Leuven/IMEC. Solid angles of the comparing systems are 0.26 msr (~0.2 msr with Si$_3$N$_4$ window supports) [10], 0.44 msr [11] and 0.11 msr [12], respectively. Data acquisition of all of these systems, although not mentioned in the listed references, has been traditional analogue coincidence-type list-mode event data.

The three setups mentioned above have the same goal, elemental depth profiling of thin films, but the designs could be seen to have bit different philosophies. These could be categorized as aiming for: high heavy mass resolution and hydrogen detection with additional detector outside the telescope (Zurich), large solid angle to minimize beam damage for sensitive samples (Leuven/IMEC) and smaller solid angle with good timing resolution to achieve good depth resolution accompanied with the enhanced hydrogen detection efficiency (Zagreb). Similar design features always need to be considered when building a new ToF-ERDA tool and trade-offs in the performance are sometimes necessary.
In this work we have designed and taken into use a new ToF-ERD setup in Jyväskylä. The setup has hydrogen detection efficiency of 40-80% for relevant energy region (< 500 keV), surface depth resolution reaching 1 nm for thin film samples and low background on measured histograms. These figures of merit were made possible by focusing on detection efficiency, ToF resolution and to the development of the data acquisition (DAQ) system. Here we report the system and its detailed performance figures.

2 Experimental setup

The ToF-E spectrometer has 6-axis goniometer for sample adjustment and a scattering chamber with a load lock. It was built to the +15 degree beamline after the switching magnet of the 1.7 MV Pelletron accelerator in Jyväskylä. The ToF-E telescope scattering angle is 41.3(2) degrees and the ToF distance is 623(1) mm. A schematic CAD-drawing of the setup is shown in the Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the ToF-ERD spectrometer. Telescope angle is 41.3 degrees relative to the ion beam. Energy detector in the image is a pre-production version of the upcoming gas ionization detector, but current results are measured with the plain silicon charged particle energy detector located similarly just after the T2 foil.

2.1 Detectors

Originally the voltages of the both timing gates were identical (similar to current T2) but the operation voltages of the first timing gate were afterwards changed in order to minimize the possible tandem effect [14]. Now the carbon foil of the T1 is grounded and the anode voltage is raised to a potential of +2800 V (See Figs. 2 and 3). The second improvement was the addition of about 1 nm thick atomic layer deposited (ALD) Al₂O₃ film to the first carbon foil in order to increase the secondary electron emission and thereafter also the detection efficiency.
The microchannel plates (MCP), provided by TECTRA [15], and used in both of the timing gates, have an outer diameter of 50 mm, maximum active diameter of >40 mm, 12 µm pore size and 1:40 d/L ratio. Both timing gates have about the same potential differences: MCPs are operated at 1700 V over the Chevron stack, MCP to anode potential is about +100 V, and the MCP surface electrode potential is about +1 kV higher than the carbon foil potential, see Figs. 2 and 3. In our MCP configuration there is no potential difference between the MCP plates but the two microchannel plates have 0.3 mm thick spacer ring between them. The ~1 kV potential which is used to accelerate the electrons from the foil to the MCP gives close to optimum electron detection energy for the MCPs [16--18]. The measured saturation region in the MCP efficiency, however, seems to start already at 200 eV with nominal MCP voltages, but for example in the case of T1, the foil and mirror is kept at -500 V to minimize the number of free electrons flying towards the timing gate and the MCP.
The thickness of the carbon foils (mainly supplied by [19]) is currently 3 µg/cm² (+ 1 nm Al₂O₃) for the first timing detector (T1) and 7 µg/cm² for the second (T2). The foil diameter is 9 mm and 18 mm for T1 and T2, respectively, giving the current system a solid angle of 0.29 msr (see Fig. 2). This can, however, be maximized to >1.4 msr by using the whole active area of the T2 MCP once the kinematic correction currently under development is taken into use. Electron mirror- and toblerone-part grids are made from 20 and 25 µm diameter Au plated tungsten wire [20], point welded with 1 mm spacing. With the point welded thin wires, the optical transmission of the whole ToF-telescope, with six grids, is 86 % (thus the active solid angle is ~0.25 msr).

The energy-detector in this study is a standard 450 mm² ion implanted charged particle detector, [21]) right after the T2 carbon foil. Gas ionization chamber for the E-detector replacement is under a testing period. Especially for the measurements with low energy incident ions the gas ionization detector offers superior energy resolution [7,8] and comes with a native position sensitivity [22].

### 2.2 Analogue electronics and DAQ

Signals from the two timing gates are fed to the 10x preamplifier (Phillips Scientific 776) and further to the Ortec 935 constant fraction discriminator (CFD). Logic pulses from the CFD are then processed in FAST 7072T dual TDC/ADC so that T1 gives a start pulse and T2 a stop pulse. Energy signal from the E-detector is fed through the Ortec 142 preamplifier to the Ortec 571 shaping amplifier with 1 µs shaping time. After the shaping amplifier the energy pulse height is analyzed by the same FAST TDC/ADC -unit having a fixed 500 ns conversion time.

ToF and E events are retrieved from the TDC/ADC -unit and are time stamped by the National Instruments PXI-7811R-FPGA module [23]. The clock frequency of the FPGA
is 40 MHz providing 25 ns time stamp resolution. DAQ control software programmed
with LabVIEW is used for the online monitoring of the measurement. Control software
also enables, for example, online count rate monitoring, quick check-up of detector
efficiencies and different ROI selections for the collected statistics control during the
measurements.

3 Results

3.1 Detection efficiency

The detection efficiency of the silicon detector can be expected to be 100 % for the ions
hitting the detector in the energy range typically used in the ion beam analysis, but the
detection efficiency of the timing unit consisting of two carbon foil time pick-up
detectors can be considerably lower. To measure the detection efficiency of the two
timing units, we have compared the events in the silicon detector to the events from the
ToF detector and expected the efficiency of the Si detector to be 100 %. For a single
carbon foil time pick-up detector, the detection efficiency is mainly dependent on the
number of emitted secondary electrons from the foil and their multiplication in the MCP.
The electron emission probability is material dependent and for a single foil it follows the
electronic stopping force of the foil for particular ion [24--26]. Due to the small number
of emitted secondary electrons, the detection efficiency for the light elements is often
below 100 %. Full detection efficiency can be reached for heavier elements (see for
example Fig. 4) if no pinholes exist in the foils. The foil thickness also affects the
secondary electron emission intensity if the carbon foil thickness is below 10 µg cm⁻²
[27].

As the quantitative detection of light impurities, especially hydrogen, is one of the key
characteristics of the ToF-ERD method, we have tried to enhance the hydrogen detection
efficiency. A thin LiF-coating on the carbon foil has earlier been used by others to
increase the number of secondary electrons [12,28]. For the same purpose, we deposited
1 nm Al₂O₃ layer by ALD on the electron emission side of the T1 carbon foil. The ALD
film was deposited using TMA (trimethylaluminum) and H₂O as precursors [29] at 100
°C. For T2 carbon foil, despite several trials, we did not succeed to mount the much larger
carbon foil with the Al₂O₃ layer on it. The measured increased detection efficiencies for
different light elements are shown in the Fig. 4. The relative detection efficiency increase
is greater for higher energies, being 56% → 65% at 200 keV and 14.5% → 19.5% at 1
MeV. From the Ref. [27], however, it is worth to notice that a native impurity layer on
the foil surface, compared to sputter cleaned carbon foil, also enhances the electron
emission up to 100 % for the smallest electron emission energies (< 10 eV). This layer
can originate, for example from the lift-off process of the carbon foil from water to the
foil holder. For the reference, in the Fig. 4, the corresponding detection efficiencies for
the ToF-ERD spectrometer at IMEC [11] are presented.
Figure 4. Detection efficiency for different ions as a function of energy. In a) the detection efficiencies for He, Li and C are shown together with efficiencies of another ToF-ERD system [11]. For carbon our detection efficiency is better than 99.5% and those events missing from 100% are a result of events with a wrong time-of-flight (count rate effect) and not from the pinholes in the foil. In b) the detection efficiency curve for the hydrogen is shown together with the SRIM stopping data for hydrogen. Even though only the first timing gate has the Al$_2$O$_3$ coating, the hydrogen detection efficiency is clearly better for energies below 1 MeV.

3.2 Timing resolution

The second important figure of merit of the ToF-ERD spectrometer is the timing resolution. Our large diameter MCP detectors were originally equipped with 50 mm diameter plate shaped anodes made of stainless steel. The anodes were located about 1.0 mm from the MCP electrode and this original configuration gave about 2 ns signal rise time (10% → 90%). New 19 mm and 43 mm diameter anodes were made from standard printed circuit board for T1 and T2, respectively. By changing the anode material, contact method to SMA connector, reducing the anode active size and by increasing the distance from the MCP electrode to the anode to 2.5 mm, the rise times dropped to about 1 ns for both T1 and T2 signals (see Fig. 5).
Figure 5. Preamplified MCP signals from T1 and T2 detectors representing the start and stop events, respectively. The shown signals originate from different events but represent general average-signals from the timing gates. T1 signal has generally been somewhat weaker, but having also less oscillations, whereas T2 signals show strong constant oscillation or ‘ringing’ after the main pulse. For T2 there are actually two different events and possibly a wrong ToF-event as a result. The insert shows a magnification of the T1 main pulse.

With Ortec 935 CFD we have recorded a 154 ps timing resolution (peak FWHM) for an incident 4.8 MeV \(^{4}\)He\(^{2+}\) beam which was scattered from a thin Au film towards the detector telescope (see insert in Fig. 6). The energy resolutions calculated from the timing signals for the scattered H, He, C and Cl ions for a wide energy range are shown in a Fig. 6. Results in the Fig. 6 include incident ion energy spread, kinematic spread and the non-uniformity of the electron beam evaporated Au scatterer film. For the 250 keV He the resolution, when converted to energy, is close to 5 keV from which about 2 keV could be due to the 10 % T1 carbon foil thickness variation and energy straggling in it. Also, as seen from Fig. 6, the relative TOF energy resolution becomes worse for all ions at lower energies. Although relative contribution of straggling to the energy resolution does increase at lower energies, it does not fully explain this effect which we believe to originate mainly from the thickness non-uniformity of the Au scatterer film and the T1 foil. The resolution degradation at smaller energies could possibly be reduced by using even thinner DLC-foils (diamond like carbon) [8,30,31] for secondary electron emission. Very thin DLC-foils, however, need a supporting grid [8], normally suffer from pinholes and while being so thin, can also have poorer hydrogen detection efficiency [27].
Figure 6. Energy resolution calculated from the ToF signal for different ions and energies. The measured resolution is defined as a Gaussian fit (FWHM) of the time-of-flight of the particles scattered from a thin (few Å) Au film on Si. The relative energy resolution of the time-of-flight detector approaches ~0.9 % for all ions at higher energies. The insert shows best recorded ToF-resolution of 154 ps, for 4.8 MeV He whereas the trend data for 4.8 MeV He has about 200 ps (40 keV) resolution. Different Au scatterer was used in the latter measurements and this is believed to explain the resolution difference.

The other factors that directly affect the timing resolution are the kinematic spread and the DAQ resolution. In the ToF-ERD measurements the energy spread caused by the spectrometer solid angle is up to 1.4 % for the recoiled ions in our system. The kinematic spread is close to order of magnitude lower in the case of scattered beam used in Fig. 6 results. In an average measurement with scattered 10 MeV $^{35}$Cl beam, the single biggest factor degrading the timing resolution is currently induced by the TDC when using the typical 500 ns timing window. Even with 8k conversion range, the FWHM (4 ch) of the TDC alone is about 250 ps (compared to 25 ps with 50 ns timing window). However, the TDC induced spread could be diminished almost completely if fast timing digitizers would be used to directly digitize [32] the preamplified signals coming out from the timing gates.

3.3 Data acquisition and coincidence window width

The developed data-acquisition system uses an FPGA to retrieve the data from the TDC/ADC-unit and to time-stamp all the ToF and E events. To minimize the background, a very narrow time-interval for coincidence events should exist. Time difference of the
coincidence events is reduced by not using any delay line for the T1 signal but keeping
the T2 as the stop-detector. The time difference spread is further reduced due to the close
distance of the T2 foil and E-detector. Therefore events from the energy detector arrive at
constant time interval from the ToF-stop signal. This minimizes the time spread due to
the different ion velocities. The main advantage to time stamp all the events thus comes
from the possibility to choose the timing window width and position from the recorded
data, after the measurement.

The coincidence events are searched from the list-mode data after the experiment while
online monitoring is also build to the DAQ software. The free selection of coincidence
window position and width reduces the background of our measurement without losing
any coincident events. For typical data analysis the coincidence window width is about
300 ns, although majority of the events arrive within 75 ns coincidence window. The
minimum coincidence window width of 75 ns, 3 channels in coincident spectrum, is
limited by the 40 MHz clock and the TDC internal accuracy. To increase the time stamp
resolution the clock frequency could be doubled as noted in the manufacturer
specifications. The increase of the FPGA clock to 80 MHz, however, did not yield better
timing resolution as the data-ready signal of the TDC was not time independent at these
frequencies. The coincidence window width could be reduced further by using a direct
signal digitization with synchronized TOF and E channels. The effect of the coincidence
window width to the number of background events is demonstrated in the Fig. 7. From
the figure 7 f) one can also see that large number of hydrogen events arrive with slightly
different coincidence delay, in fact shorter ToF-E coincidence, compared to the majority
of the other ions. However, this effect for the hydrogen is mostly due to shaping amplifier
timing properties because of the lowest pulse amplitudes.
Figure 7. Effect of coincidence window width to the ToF-E background. Sample was thin TaN on Si substrate, containing lighter impurities, and sample was measured with 10 MeV $^{35}$Cl$^{5+}$ ions. Histogram a) shows a sharp peak at 3 µs position which indicates that most of the true ToF-E-coincidence events come with a constant time difference. All the coincidence events with shorter than 10 µs time difference are presented in b) ToF-E histogram (red rectangle). Shorter coincidence selections c) with green dashed (main ToF-E coincidence peak) and d) blue dotted (sharp, only 75 ns coincidence window) show clearly reduced number of background events. In e) and f) are shown the reduced events from the c) and d), respectively.

3.4 The different origins of the background in the ToF-energy histograms

Several types of background events normally exist in the measured data that cannot be rejected by tightening the coincidence window. Examples of these are shown in Fig. 8 which is a ToF-E histogram of 35 nm Au on Si sample measured with 6.8 MeV $^{12}$C$^{3+}$. Scattered beam in the insert of Fig. 8 is 10.2 MeV $^{35}$Cl$^{5+}$. In the Fig. 8, the recoiled Si from the substrate is also visible together with the nitrogen scattered from the Au. This nitrogen originates from the accelerator terminal stripper system. The phenomena responsible for the different backgrounds marked from A to F in the Fig. 8 are discussed below in alphabetical order and A to F always refers to the same Fig. 8.

3.4.1 Low energy tail with correct time of flight

The background marked by A in the Fig. 8 reduces the detection limit for the low mass elements if heavier mass exists in the same thin film. Similar low energy tails with correct ToFs can also be seen in related publications [12,13,33] by others.
When the measurement in Fig. 8 was reproduced with the same statistics but only 1/10 of the count rate, the normal pile-up D disappeared completely, the background B reduced also to about 1/10 but the background marked by A did not change. Compared to the main scattered peak in the Fig. 8 there exists less than 0.3 % counts in A. This effect is still without a definite explanation in our measurements but at least two very different causes could be reasoned for this. The easiest explanation for A would be some non-uniform layer between the T2 foil front surface and energy detector active area that would reduce the particle’s energy before an active area in the E-detector. This would imply a) non-uniform T2 foil, b) a dust particle on the T2 foil or E detector surface c) non-uniform dead layer of the E-detector entrance window. Second phenomenon that could produce a similar shape to the low energy tail is scattering that could occur for example from the rounded edges of the T2 carbon foil holder or E-detector edges depending on the distance to the T2 foil. Also large angle collisions in the T2 foil or in the energy detector can result in a similar shape.

In our case, there has been a permanent non-uniform area in the T2 carbon foil: the 20 µm thick supporting wire that is point welded to carbon foil support frame to prevent bending of the foil due to the electric field. Total area of this wire is close to 0.2 % of the solid angle, but being so thick, only the outermost edges of the wire are thin enough for heavy ions to pass the wire with only fractional energy loss. Tested removal of the wire did not cause a change in the histogram. Also, background A is not affected only due to the silicon detector properties only as it can also be seen in ToF-ERD histograms with gas ionization detector during our preliminary tests and in [13]. However, tests done on the ETH Zurich gas ionization chambers have shown that by changing the gas from isobutane to Ar with heavier nuclear mass the background A has clearly increased [34]. This would indicate that a strong candidate for the low energy background A could be the large angle nuclear collisions in the T2 foil or after it. To summarize the low energy tail: since different pulse height defect processes in Si detectors (high charge density, hard Si recoils, delayed charge collection, increasing radiation damage, etc.) are asymmetric, meaning more processes leading to a loss than to a gain in collected charge; this must result a tail in the spectra.

### 3.4.2 High count rate in at least one timing gate

In the case of B, the majority of the background events in both figures 6 and 8 originate from the events for which the recorded time-of-flight, associated with the E-signal, is too long. This phenomenon is generally caused by two time wise close events at T1 where DAQ does not react on the latter start, but the latter ion is the one causing the stop and E-event. Similarly, but vice versa occurring events can result in short ToFs, as would have occurred in the case of Fig. 5 where digitizer was used for T2. Despite the two collimators before the T1, free electrons and ions emitted from the sample and chamber walls during the ion bombardment increase the T1 count rate. The larger solid angle of both T1 and T2 compared to E cannot be the only explanation for the differences in the individual counting rates. These events in B in which more than one start or stop signal exists in a single coincidence window cannot be easily removed by analogue electronics but with digitizers programmed to inspect the whole timing window length, the removal of events with multiple starts or stops is possible.
Figure 8. Demonstration of different effects that can introduce background events to the ToF-ERD measurements. Here 6.8 MeV C$^{3+}$ probed 35 nm Au film on Si substrate. The insert shows Au peak on the same sample measured with 10.2 MeV $^{35}$Cl$^{5+}$. In the histogram recoils from Si substrate are also visible as well as a small amount of nitrogen, which originates from the terminal stripper system of the accelerator. Count rate was relatively high: ~4000 count/s at the energy detector, up to ~80 000 count/s at the T1 start detector and ~12 000 count/s at T2. The noise effects in the histogram are listed as follows: A: energy-detector low energy tail due to energy loss between T2-foil and E-detector, not count rate dependent. B: time-of-flight -detector’s background effect due to high count rate where wrong stop/start is initiated, correlates directly to count rate. C: a halo-effect that is believed to originate from the electron scattering at MCP surface, not count rate dependent. D: energy-detector pile-up due to the high count rate. E: pulse height defect due to the channeling in the E-detector, seen as a sharp high energy edge. F: multiple scattering resulting a low energy tail and few events also at the higher energies.

3.4.3 Halo effect with correct energy for lightest ions
Far more difficult to avoid are the events that we believe is causing the additional small spread in ToF marked by C. This fluctuation or halo in the ToF (up to 10-20 ns) appears only for the lightest ions (no halo in Fig. 8 insert measured with $^{35}$Cl) and is most pronounced for the case of hydrogen as also seen in the Fig. 9, [33] and [11] for example. For hydrogen this halo is also stronger at higher energies. This effect has been studied
with electron trajectory simulations by us and it can be concluded to originate after a single electron emission from the carbon, and this electron is backscattered from the MCP surface before entering the MCP active pore and creating a low amplitude signal. This effect is examined and explained in more detail in [35].

3.4.4 Pile-up and channeling in the energy detector and multiple scattering

Count rate dependent energy pile-up marked by $D$ can be removed by lowering the counting rate of the energy detector or by pile-up rejection implemented in the analogue electronics or by means of digitizers.

In the insert of the Fig. 8 the channeling effect $E$ in a silicon energy detector is clearly visible [36–38]. As the channeling effect reduces nuclear collisions in the energy detector crystal the channeled ions lose more energy through electronic interactions. This leads to a higher collected charge and shifts the energy signal considerably towards the higher energies, especially for heavier ions. Channeling effect can be reduced by tilting the silicon detector or even can be avoided by using a gas ionization chamber as an energy detector.

The $F$ in Fig. 8 represents multiple scattering events which often can be seen as low and high energy tails in the histograms. $F$ is caused by random process and therefore cannot be completely avoided. Less multiple scattering takes place with light, higher energy incident particles (example use of 10 MeV $^{35}$Cl as an incoming ion beam compared to same energy $^{65}$Cu) but on the other hand the use of lighter beam introduces greater elemental losses during the measurement for the same collected recoil statistics.

3.5 Thin film analysis example

The Jyväskylä ToF-ERD spectrometer has actively been used for measuring thin films deposited by various ways. Majority of the samples have been related to the ALD development like ruthenium films [39], AlN films [40], Al$_2$O$_3$/TiO$_2$ nanolaminates [41], iridium [42], ZnO [43], silver [44], copper [45], osmium [46] and TiO$_2$ [47] to mention a few. While thinnest quantified layers have contained only 1,2,3-5 ALD cycles of Al$_2$O$_3$ on TiO$_2$ [48], corresponding to 1-5 Å thicknesses, the thinnest actually depth profiled film has been a 5 nm thick Al$_2$O$_3$ -layer on Si (see Fig. 9). Although not completely box-like profile on top of the Si substrate, the flat-top region is clear on the depth profile for both main components of the thin film in Fig. 9. Majority of the broadening of the spectrum at the surface and interface in Fig. 9 is caused by the kinematic spread.
Figure 9. A raw ToF-E histogram (left) and corresponding depth profile (right) of 5 nm thick Al$_2$O$_3$ film on Si. No events are omitted from the histogram. Sample was measured with 5.1 MeV Cl$^{2+}$ beam and the tilt angle was 2.75 degrees from the sample surface towards the detector. Density of 3.1 g/cm$^3$ determined by X-ray reflectivity measurements was used to convert the depth profile from at. cm$^{-2}$ to nm. Thin film was deposited by Oili Ylivaara at VTT, Finland and XRR measurement was done by Sakari Sintonen at Aalto University, Finland.

4 Conclusions

Time-of-flight elastic recoil detection spectrometer has been built in the Jyväskylä Accelerator Laboratory. The performance of the ToF-ERD spectrometer is a sum of different properties that include design and construction of the timing detectors, detection efficiency, timing resolution and low background due to the time stamping of each event by the FPGA-based data-acquisition. ToF-detection efficiency was improved by means of coating the T1 carbon foil with thin ALD-Al$_2$O$_3$ having higher secondary electron yield than that of the graphite.

An energy resolution of 1.0 % or better for an energy calculated from the ToF signal was achieved for the ion beam scattered from a thin Au target. In our system, however, the detector solid angle can introduce a maximum spread of 1.4 % to the recoil energy, and this cannot be avoided without a kinematic correction. The TDC system with 500 ns timing window width limits currently the ToF resolution as much as the kinematic spread. This TDC induced limitation, however, can be diminished in the future by using fast digitizers for direct signal digitization. Improvement to the ToF resolution could also be achieved by reducing straggling in the T1 by using thin DLC foils, which would most likely need to be coated in order to enhance the secondary electron emission.

For the high count rates a large contribution to the background comes from the events where two start signals are generated at T1 but only the latter event will generate the stop and E signal. This type of background can at least be partly removed by fast signal digitizers, and tight coincidence window can already reduce the background significantly.
Achieved timing resolution of the ToF-ERD spectrometer has enabled us to regularly depth profile thinner than 10 nm thick films. To improve the energy detection resolution and mass resolution for heavy elements, the solid state silicon detector has to be changed to the gas ionization chamber with thin Si$_3$N$_4$ window, which is currently under development.
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